Monthly Police Report
APRIL 2020
Auto Accidents:
04/03- A two vehicle collision occurred at a Beverly Road home. The driver of vehicle one
left the roadway and struck an unoccupied vehicle parked in the driveway of the home.
Both vehicles towed from scene. No injuries reported.
Aided Cases:
04/09-A resident of 1 Kensington Gate was assisted after a fall in the home. No injuries
were reported and aided refused any medical attention.
04/15-A resident of Arleigh Road was checked out by medics after fainting and severe
diarrhea at home. The resident refused transport and was advised to follow up with family
physician.
04/21-A female resident of Sutton Court was transported to North Shore Hospital after
suffering lacerations from a fall at home.
04/28-Femalewalker fell on sidewalk causing scrapes to the knee and forehead. Aided
was attended to by medical staff and refused transport to the hospital.
Ambulance Calls:
The Vigilant Fire Company Ambulance responded to all of the above aided cases.
Alarms:
The Department responded to 4 active alarms during the month, all were found to be
false burglar alarms.
Arrests:
None.
Assists:
Assistance was given to Great Neck Estates Police Department 12 times, and received
from Great Neck Estates Police Department 6 times.
Burglaries:
Nothing to report.
Cases:
None
Fires:
04/08-The Vigilant Fire Company was cancelled after a smoke alarm was accidentally set
off by the homeowner at a Bridal Path home. Police were requested to respond and
advise. Upon arrival, it was determined to be set in error and fire department was given
the disposition.
04/20-The Vigilant Fire Company responded to an Arleigh Road home for a fire alarm.
Upon arrival it was determined that a gas leak from the boiler was the cause of the alarm.
Gas service was shut off and National Grid notified. No damage or injury reported.
Larcenies:
Nothing to report.
Vacant Homes:
The number of homes reported vacant during the month was12. All were found to be
secure.
Miscellaneous:
-Several large tree limbs were removed from the roadway after heavy wind/rain passed
through the area
-Passing motorist reports multiple people gathering on the corner of Stoner Ave and West
Drive in violation of the social distancing order. Police responded and located 4 people
entering a vehicle who were from the same family. No violations observed.
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-Police responded to an Arleigh Road home for a child welfare check at the request of the
paternal father. Situation was corrected and complainant notified of the findings.
-A suspicious vehicle was reported at the intersection of Beverly Road and Gilchrest Rd.
Vehicle was located and occupant questioned. No further action required and motorist sent on
their way.
-Resident of Nassau Drive was advised of village ordinances regarding dog leashes and litter.
Will comply.

-A 911 hang up at 1 Kensington Gate was investigated and found to be dialed in error.
-A complaint of people gathering in park no socially distancing. Upon arrival it was determined
that all were members of the same family and wearing masks. No violations observed.
-A report of possible identity theft was reported to police. Upon further investigation and
consulting with NCPD detectives, no action was required unless further information was
reported.
-Workers at a construction site were removed and verbally warned of their violations due to
executive order.
-Police responded to a North Drive home after a wind storm knocked a tree down onto power
lines. PSE&G notified to respond as well. NO damage to the home.
-While on routine patrol, a crew arriving to paint a home on North Drive was spoken to and
verbally warned of their violations due to executive orders.
-A gathering on Arleigh Road was dispersed after police responded to a complaint of people
gathering. Upon arrival police determined that there were multiple adults and children in
violation of the Executive order and the party was dispersed.
-Wind caused damage to a village sign knocking it into roadway. Sign was picked up and
secures at village garage and DPW notified.
-Several downed wires were observed after inclement weather. All were reported to PSE&G
for repair.
-Police responded to a Kensington Court home after it was reported that there were plumbers
working in violation of the executive order. Upon arrival it was determined that the workers
were in violation and work was stopped and verbal warnings issued.
-A cardiac aided was reported on North Drive. Upon arrival it was determined that the wrong
address had been dispatched and the ambulance responded to correct address, which was
not in the village of Kensington.

Equipment:
Car #657 was patrolled 1,155 miles. The odometer now reads 76,587 miles.
Car #658 was patrolled 893 miles. The odometer now reads 47,524 miles.
Car #659 in service as spare/ enforcement vehicle. Odometer
now reads miles 4,232.

Respectfully submitted;

Lieutenant Curt Giraulo

